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Rise & Recline Chairs

Adjustable Beds

Contact Us

Few things offer as much comfort as being able to sit
back and relax in your favourite armchair.

Our adjustable beds are perfect to help those with
mobility issues to get a good night’s sleep.

We are based in Maidstone, Kent and cover the entire
South East of England.

But it’s not quite so relaxing when you find it difficult
sitting down or getting up again, or can’t quite get
comfortable enough in a chair because it doesn’t offer
the support that you need.

•
•
•
•
•

Should you like to arrange for one of our experienced
team to visit you to discuss your lift requirements,
please email us at sales@higherelevation.co.uk or call
us on 01622 682973 or Freefone 0800 019 1306.

At Higher Elevation we provide a carefully selected
range of rise and recline chairs designed to make your
life easier. With a wide range of fabrics and styles
they’ll seamlessly fit in with your existing decor.
•
•
•
•
•

British made
Optional independent back & footrest controls
4 sizes available
5 year guarantee on mechanical parts
Matching suites available on selected models

British made
Optional independent rise & recline controls
4 sizes available
Variety of mattresses to choose from
5 year guarantee on mechanical parts

Giving you
Independence
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Alternatively visit our website
www.higherelevation.co.uk

Bath Lifts
For those who like a long soak
without the inconvenience of
adapting your bathroom our
range of bath lifts are ideal.
•
•

Washable covers
Swivelling seat
Registered Office:

The reliability, dedication and attention to detail that Higher Elevation
give to their customers is of the highest order. Mrs E Connell, Orpington, Kent

Higher Elevation Limited
Bernard House
Granville Road
Maidstone
Kent ME14 2BJ
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www.higherelevation.co.uk

Mobility Lift
Specialists
Lifts are our business – we are an
award-winning, professional family-run
lift company that is an authorised agent
for all leading brands of mobility lifts.
With decades of experience Higher Elevation
are able to give you the best lifting solution
for your needs with unbiased advice.
We are Local Authority approved, fully
insured, CRB checked and offer fully
GUARANTEED products with a service that
will impress you. At Higher Elevation we pride
ourselves in supplying a first class personal
service, excellent after-sales support and
ongoing maintenance.
As one of the largest independent mobility
lift specialists in the south east of England,
not only do we consider ourselves the best in
the business for installations and after-sales
support, but we turn up on time, we do a
great job and we tidy up before we leave.

For your FREE lift consultation & lift quotation call

01622 682973

Stairlifts

Ceiling Hoists

Through Floor Lifts

We are authorised agents for all leading brands of
stairlifts, which means you get to choose exactly
what’s right for you.

Ceiling hoist systems are an ideal solution for lifting
and moving people from one place to another in all
kinds of care environments.

Our domestic through-floor lifts go from any room
downstairs to the room above in one easy journey.

Imagine how it would transform your life, if you could
move around your home freely – without the difficulty
of getting up and down stairs.

Having the ability to store the lifting equipment out
of the way (on the ceiling or wall), you will keep your
floor space clear, making it much easier, quicker and
safer to get around both independently or assisted.

Whether your stairs are straight or curved, our userfriendly and elegant stairlifts are designed to cope with
every twist and turn and deliver you safely from one
level to the next – all at the push of a button.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fast delivery and installation
All leading makes and models
Space-saving, compact designs
Suitable for all types of staircase
Straight or curved
Emergency battery back-up
Can be used indoors or outdoors
A range of colours to choose from

A few manufacturers’ products we work with include
Stannah, Thyssen, Oto, Brooks, Acorn, Minivator,
Handicare, Bison, Meditek and Bruno.

Whether you need the ability to move from a chair to
a bed or from a bedroom to a bathroom, our ceiling
track hoist systems can transport persons to places
that once seemed impossible to do! Ceiling hoists are
always in place, charged and ready to use as needed.
Our ceiling hoists provide a unique and innovative
method of transfer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliable with rapid, effective recharging system
Comfortable smooth start and very quiet
Affordable low operating costs and maintenance
Responsive always-on availability and dual-speed
Sophisticated built-in safety system
Easy to use, comfortable and intuitive control units
Curved & Straight track configurations available

When you are not using the lift you can send it away
from the room you are in, leaving you the full space of
that room.
Designed to take a wheelchair or just a single person
this lift offers comfortable and easy use.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Range of sizes
Minimum intrusion on living space
Unique fire response system
In-car lights and controls
Optional telephone
Optional fold-up seat
Optional grab handles

I have been a customer for 15 years.
I have always received excellent
service and have found them to
be very reliable and always
understanding of my requirements.
Mrs Parr, Gillingham

